Public Domain Day 2019

In honor of Public Domain Day 2019, the UC Berkeley Library digitized more than 50 copyright-free treasures from its collections and made them available for the world to use.

Books & More

1. Lardner, R. W. Say it with oil: a few remarks about wives
2. Aiken, E. If today be sweet
3. Cosgrove Company. Cosgrove's handbook of woodworking machinery
5. Morley, C. Conrad and the reporters
6. Abbott, H. On the bridge
7. Ballard, J. F. Descriptive catalogue of an exhibition of oriental rugs from the collection of James Franklin Ballard, exhibited in the San Francisco Museum of Art
8. Coy, O. C. The genesis of California counties
9. Cowper, F. A. Italian folk tales and folk songs
10. Wylie, E. Black armour; a book of poems
12. Building Age Publishing Corporation. Beautiful bungalows: a collection of artistic, practical bungalows designed by forty well known architects recently built in various localities from Maine to California: illustrated by exterior and interior views, floor plans, elevations and details
13. Carqué, Otto. Rational diet: an advanced treatise on the food question
15. Childs, J. L. Catalogue of the distinguished collection of the late John Lewis Childs of Floral Park, Long Island, N.Y.: comprising his notable private library of natural history books, magazines, journals and reports ... to be sold ... March 26th and 27th, 1923 ... the sale to be conducted ... the American Art Association, managers, New York City.
16. Schneider, E. F. Sargasso; symphonic poem

17. Weil, O. Letters and papers

18. C.S. Hammond & Company. Hammond's superior atlas of the world. An unusually complete and superior collection of maps with a statistical gazetteer and indexes containing the latest available population figures and other geographical data

19. [unknown] Plantation map of the Contra Costa hills : from sketches made on ridges

20. Fritz, E. Properties and uses of second-growth redwood


23. California State Prison at San Quentin. New Year vaudeville, San Quentin, California : New Year's Day, 1923 / show produced and presented by Mr. Harry Ettling

24. Boyd, A. The Berkeley fire : dedicated to the people of Berkeley who have proved themselves great hearted in giving, courageous in losing, and clear eyed in building toward a safer future


27. Smith, E. H. Confessions of a confidence man : a handbook for suckers

28. Oakland Chamber of Commerce. Oakland : California's third largest city

29. Civic League of Improvement Clubs and Associations of San Francisco. Hetch Hetchy power problem

30. Newing, A. C. Echoes from the hobnails of a vagabond

Photographs

1. Putting out the last of the fire at Spruce and Berkeley Way. [Berkeley fire. Fire engine pictured]

2. Putting out the last of the fire at Spruce and Berkeley Way. [back]
3. The old home which came pretty near being "absent" after the fire. [Berkeley fire. Residential street at Virginia Street]

4. The old home which came pretty near being "absent" after the fire. [back]

5. Virginia and Shattuck, Sep. 17, 1923 [Berkeley fire. Automobiles and crowd lining street]

6. Virginia and Shattuck, Sep. 17, 1923 [back]

7. Looking down Shattuck from Virginia during fire [Berkeley fire. Automobiles and crowd lining street]

8. Looking down Shattuck from Virginia during fire. [back]

9. Homes burning on Walnut and Virginia near Uncle Joe's store.

10. Homes burning on Walnut and Virginia near Uncle Joe's store. [back]


12. "Once beautifull [sic] Berkeley." Looking east from Spruce and Virginia St. [back]

13. All that remains of a "once beautifull" [sic] block. [Berkeley fire. Ruins]

14. All that remains of a "once beautifull" [sic] block. [back]

15. Soldiers and policemen stopping cars to prevent looking. [Berkeley fire]

16. Soldiers and policemen stopping cars to prevent looking. [back]

17. Over looking the U.C. campus. Untouched by fire. [Berkeley fire. University of California]

18. Over looking the U.C. campus. Untouched by fire. [back]

19. Residential street with small homes. [Berkeley fire?]

20. Residential street with small homes. [back]

21. Earthquake, Oakland Calif. [Appears to be ruins of residential neighborhood after a fire. Berkeley fire?]

22. Earthquake, Oakland Calif. [back]

23. Panorama of Berkeley, Calif. after the 1923 fire